A new detector model is deduced from measured ratios of low energy background counts to photopeak counts. This detector model assumes both the existence of a surface layer with reduced charge carrier collection efficiency and the existence of a low concentration of small regions of detector defects which have enhanced charge carrier recombination probability within the volume of the Si(Li) detector. Monte Carlo simulations of the response of two different Si (Li) detectors to K X-rays have been performed in order to quantify possible contributions of detector front contact and dead layer, respectively, to the measured X-ray spectra. Upper limits of those contributions and upper limits of dead layer thickness are given. The consequence of these results for detector efficiency calibration measurements are discussed.
Spectra of monoenergetic X-rays measured by means of semiconductor detectors show a continuous background below the photopeak. Our interest in the nature of the low energy background (LEB) arises from efficiency calibration measurements of X-ray detectors. We have shown [1, 2] , that one can use commercially available surface barrier detectors (SBDs) to measure X-ray spectra for X-ray energies Ex>l keV. For SBDs one can determine the thickness of the entrance window tw, the dead layer tD and the sensitive layer tS with high accuracy. Consequently the X-ray absorption efficiency for the sensitive layer, EA=exp(-pwtw) exp(-ptD) [1-exp(-ptS) Therefore one cannot take advantage of the high accuracy of c A , as long as the origin of the LEB is not well understood.
A AUGER EL.
: "'"I I . E 3 1.L. fig. 3 together with the experimental spectra. For X-ray energies E x > 5 kev (V to Ge) there is a significant difference between simulated and measured spectra in the region between the K , and Kg lines and immediately below the K , line. This difference occures because we did not take radiative Auger contributions into account in our simulations. From our Monte Carlo simulations of Si(Li) spectra we deduced the following results: 1) The combined contribution of photoabsorption in the window and dead layer is always less than 1.5 % of the total spectrum (less than 0.5 % for Ex>6 keV). The absorption efficiency for the sensitive layer (7?>0), & corresponds therefore to more than A 98.5 % of the number of total counts (extrapolated to channel 0) of the measured spectrum.
X-RAY ENERGY
2) Any dead Si layer will produce a Si K fluorescence line. If a Si K line is not visible in a proton induced X-ray spectrum of 6 chlorine or scandium having NTt10 counts the upper limit of a 2 dead Si layer is tD'5pg/cm .
We find therefore that in efficiency calibration measurements one should determine both, photopeak efficiency e p and absorption efficiency E A , although in practice E A is only useful for K X-ray spectra of monoelemental targets. The measurement of E p involves nonlinear least squares fit procedures which introduce uncertain systematical errors, which depend upon the chosen fit interval and upon the chosen background function. These systematical fit errors can be appreciable for X-ray energies just above the Si K absorption edge. The extrapolation and interpolation of E p depends critically on the assumed model for those parts of the detector which produces background counts (regions with 0<??<1). The use of E A avoid all those drawbacks mentioned above and therefore one should take advantage of the inherently higher accuracy of E A whenever this is feasible. E A should be used as an "internal standard" for the extrapolation and interpolation of the photopeak efficiency E p .
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